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ABSTRACT: We sought to establish a new standard for
direct comparison of electrocatalytic activity with surface
structure using in situ scanning tunneling microscopy (STM)
by examining the electrooxidation of CO in a CO-saturated
solution on Pt(111) electrodes with steps, with combined
electrochemical measurements, in situ STM, and density
functional theory (DFT). On pristine Pt(111) surfaces with
initially disordered (111) steps, CO oxidation commences at
least 0.5 V lower than that for the main oxidation peak at ca.
0.8−1.0 V vs the reversible hydrogen electrode in aqueous perchloric acid solution. As the potential was cycled between 0.07 and
0.95 V, the CO oxidation activity gradually decreased until only the main oxidation peak remained. In situ STM showed that the
steps became perfectly straight. A plausible reason for the preference for (111) steps in the presence of CO is suggested by DFT
calculations. In contrast, on a pristine Pt(111) surface with rather straight (100) steps, the low-potential CO oxidation activity
was less than that for the pristine, uncycled (111) steps. As the potential was cycled, the activity also decreased greatly.
Interestingly, after cycling, in situ STM showed that (111) microsteps were introduced at the (100) steps. Thus, potential cycling
in the presence of dissolved CO highly favors formation of (111) steps. The CO oxidation activity in the low-potential region
decreased in the following order: disordered (111) steps > straight (100) steps > (100) steps with local (111) microsteps ≈
straight (111) steps.

1. INTRODUCTION

Surface structure−activity relationships are crucial for study of
surface reactions of all types, including those that are important
in catalysis,1−9 electrochemistry and electrocatalysis,10−22 and
metal oxide surface chemistry, including photocatalysis.23−31

Scanning probe microscopies, particularly scanning tunneling
microscopy (STM), have already produced exciting results in
these areas, even to the point of showing chemical processes at
the atomic or molecular level on surfaces in real time (see, for
example, STM videos from the Besenbacher group).32

However, to achieve this feat, it is usually necessary to employ
very special experimental conditions, e.g., low pressure and/or
low temperature. For a number of years, it has been possible to
achieve atomic resolution in STM images in liquid electrolytes
at ambient temperature and pressure, with potential control, so
that ordered adsorbate layers can be observed.11−22 It has also
been possible to observe electrode surfaces even as electro-
chemical reactions are occurring, for example, etching10,14 and
electrodeposition and reconstruction,33−38 i.e., processes
involving displacement of many atoms. The Itaya group
reported in situ, real-time etching processes on semi-
conductor10,39 and metal39−42 electrodes elucidating the
reaction mechanism on the atomic scale. Some examples of

real-time videos, including metal electrodeposition, have been
presented by the Magnussen group.43 Also, it has been possible
to observe electrodes such as Pt single crystals simultaneously
with a quasi-steady-state molecular-level reaction such as
oxidation of dissolved carbon monoxide.44−46 In the present
work, two of these strategies have been used, first, to examine,
in situ, progressive changes in step edge structures on Pt(111)
and related stepped single crystals during potential cycling and,
second, to observe the effects of such structures on the CO
adsorption configuration, both short and long range, and on the
macroscopic-level current for CO oxidation. Thus, we are able
to establish extremely direct relationships between the
prevailing surface structure and the relative magnitude of the
anodic oxidation current. Of course, the actual electrochemical
reaction occurs at such a rapid rate that no changes can be
observed in the STM images.
There is already a vast body of literature on the

electrochemical oxidation of CO, particularly on the platinum
surface.47−49 Specific examples include the work of the research
groups of Cuesta,50−54 Feliu,55−71 Koper,57,65,67,72−75 Korze-
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niewski,76,77 Markovic,78−87 Stimming,88−93 Vielstich,87,95 and
Wieckowski,55,68,96−101 as well as studies involving vibrational
spectroscopy, for example, by Ito,102 Osawa,103−105 and our
group.106−111 Many papers have been devoted to oxidation of
an adsorbed monolayer of CO, often referred to as CO
stripping. This reaction usually occurs at a relatively high
potential, in the 0.7−1.0 V range vs the reversible hydrogen
electrode (RHE), within a narrow potential range, which
reflects the fact that it is occurring far from the equilibrium
potential for the reaction, −0.104 V vs RHE,105,114 due partly to
CO molecules forming a tight, protective surface layer, which
rather effectively blocks access of water molecules to the
platinum surface.
However, intriguingly, current can often be observed to flow

in the lower potential region, from 0.3 to 0.5 V vs RHE,
depending both on the characteristics of the Pt surface and also
to some extent on the potential at which CO was initially
adsorbed. This current has been variously referred to as
“prepeak”, “prewave”, “preoxidation”, or “preignition” current.
The origins of this current have been controversial, and several
different explanations have been advanced. It has been
considered by some researchers that the prepeak is due
principally to higher coverages of CO that can exist at lower
adsorption potentials, for example, close to zero on the RHE
potential scale.96,127 With high coverages, there could exist
more weakly adsorbed CO molecules, which could be oxidized
more easily, i.e., at lower potentials, which is a reasonable idea.
One problem with this explanation, however, is that the (2 ×
2)−3CO structure with coverage 0.75 is rather stable from low
potentials (ca. 0.05 V) all the way up to 0.55 V on Pt(111) with
few defects,59 whereas the low-potential oxidation can begin at
ca. 0.35−0.4 V. In contrast, it has also been considered that the
prepeak is due to CO oxidation at steps or other defects, at
which OH is known to adsorb preferentially,50,54,61,65,67

although the onset potential (ca.0.35−0.4 V) is so low that
OH cannot be expected to form, even at steps.71 If there is CO
dissolved in the electrolyte solution, the current can flow
steadily, since CO is being supplied continuously from the
solution, in contrast to the situation in which there is only a
monolayer of CO present on the surface.
This phenomenon of high catalytic activity at low potentials

on pure, unalloyed platinum is of great interest, because it
implies that there might be a rather simple explanation, since
there are no complications that arise when dealing with alloys,
and it demonstrates that pure Pt is capable of sustained catalytic
activity, without becoming poisoned. CO poisoning is a
significant problem for hydrogen anodes in polymer electrolyte
fuel cells that are fed with natural gas-derived hydrogen.112 If
the details of this effect could be understood, it would have a
significant impact on the design of CO-tolerant hydrogen
oxidation reaction (HOR) electrocatalysts.
Also of great interest is the observation that sweeping the

potential over a wide range, e.g., 0.1−1.0 V vs RHE in the
presence of dissolved CO, serves to deactivate the surface
toward CO oxidation in the prepeak region, as pointed out by
Wieckowski et al.94 and later studied intensively by Markovic
and co-workers,77,87 Stimming and co-workers,89,91 and Arenz
and co-workers.115 Recently, Strmcnik et al., using ex situ STM,
presented results that have provided insight into this process
and found that the presence of Pt islands and other low
coordination structures on the Pt(111) surface is associated
with high activity for CO oxidation at low potentials.81 They
found that, during the potential cycling process, these islands

were removed. Thus, the authors proposed that the steps
associated with islands, particularly at the nanometer level, are
important catalytic sites, due to their low coordination number
(CN).
Very recently, the controversy has centered upon in situ

infrared spectroscopic results from three laboratories, including
our own.92,103,111 Three somewhat different explanations of the
prepeak activity have emerged, based on the variations in the
surface coverages of several different types of adsorbed CO
species, including bridging and atop CO molecules on terraces
vs those at steps or other defects. Our work has suggested that
atop CO on terraces can diffuse toward steps, forming bridging
CO, which might be oxidized easily.111

In an effort to shed light on this situation from a different
direction, we have recently been examining this phenomenon
further with atomic-resolution in situ STM, under conditions in
which the overall CO oxidation current can be measured in an
electrochemical cell. As reported herein, we found that the
various types of possible step structures can be understood in
more detail. In fact, we find that the atomic-level structure of
the step itself is important, so that some types of step structures
are highly active, while others are nearly inactive for CO
oxidation at low potentials.
The results are somewhat inconsistent with experimen-

tal147,148 and theoretical111 gas-phase results for the CO + O
(or O2) reaction, which have concluded either that (111) steps
are the most active147,148 or that the CO oxidation activity is
most active for the flat (111) terrace and decreases with
decreasing CN for Pt.111 Our results, in agreement with those
of Markovic and co-workers,81 suggest that the activity
increases in the order terraces < steps < kinks < step-adatoms
(single adatoms at steps),117 i.e., increasing activity with
decreasing CN. Recent in situ STM results of Rudnev and
Wandlowski for CO oxidation on Pt(100) also support kinks
and steps as having higher activity.46 The exact atomic- and
molecular-level details are of great interest. Here, using atomic-
resolution in situ STM and macroscopic cyclic voltammetric
measurements on the same surface under identical conditions we
are able to establish extremely clear relationships between the
surface structure and the electrocatalytic activity. By maintain-
ing all conditions exactly the same, we are thus able to focus on
the structural aspect alone without the influence of other
complications such as adsorption potential or the characteristics
of the anion.
While the exact mechanistic details can only be hinted at

here, we laid a firm foundation for further mechanistic studies,
including theoretical calculations. Although we cannot specify
the exact catalytic sites at present, we can greatly narrow down
the search for such sites. We can conclude with certainty that
disordered (111) steps, which include low CN Pt atoms, have
the highest catalytic activity and that one of the primary reasons
is that the ordering of the CO adlayer, which is superbly
uniform and protective, even across a perfect (111) step, is
disrupted at such disordered steps, allowing water to participate
in CO oxidation at low potentials.
One of the most striking findings of the present work is that

potential cycling in the presence of CO tends to strongly favor
transformation of steps to maximize the occurrence of (111)
steps, so that, for example, initially disordered (111) steps
become perfectly straight and initially straight (100) steps
become zigzagged with (111) microsteps. Both become highly
inert, again due to the superb ordering of the CO adlayer across
the step. We are able to offer a tentative explanation of this
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unusual phenomenon, based on high-accuracy DFT calcu-
lations. Thus, we are now able to provide deeper insight into
both the restructuring of steps on Pt during potential cycling in
the presence of CO and the possible reasons why the
coordination number might be important in electrocatalysis,
particularly in providing catalytic sites at which CO can be
continuously oxidized at low potentials. This new, atomic-level
insight, with a direct link between surface structure and
electrocatalytic activity, can provide a significant step forward in
guiding the design of new, more active catalysts and
electrocatalysts for CO oxidation and CO-tolerant hydrogen
oxidation. Even more importantly, we believe that this work
helps to establish a new standard for direct comparison of
electrocatalytic activity and surface structure.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
2.1. Electrochemical and STM Measurements. Single-crystal

beads of Pt, approximately 3 mm in diameter, were made by
crystallization of a molten ball formed at the ends of Pt wires in a
hydrogen/oxygen flame.14,44,45,56 A laser-beam reflection method was
employed to determine the orientation of the single-crystal bead to
expose the (111) plane, which was then mechanically polished with
successively finer grade diamond pastes down to 0.25 μm with an
accuracy of <0.2°. For Pt(10 10 9) and (20 19 19) planes, X-ray
diffraction was employed to determine those planes prior to
mechanical polishing, as reported previously.118 All of the samples
were treated in a hydrogen/oxygen flame for 2 h to eliminate surface
damage caused by mechanical polishing. Each sample was placed in an
infrared image furnace filled with hydrogen,45 heated up to 1450 K,
and gradually cooled down to 473 K, at which the gas was exchanged
to Ar. The sample was taken out and placed in ultrapure water (Milli-
Q) saturated with CO to protect the surface from contamination. The
Pt electrode was carefully and immediately transferred into an
electrochemical cell filled with a 0.1 M HClO4 (ultrapure grade,
Kanto Chemical) solution. Electrochemical measurements were
carried out at 293 K using a potentiostat with the hanging meniscus
method in a three-compartment electrochemical cell. In situ STM
measurements with a tungsten tip etched in 1 M KOH were carried
out using a Nanoscope-E (Veeco) under an atmosphere of high-purity
N2 or CO. To minimize residual faradaic currents, the tips were coated
with transparent nail polish. STM images were recorded in the
constant-current mode. A reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE) was
used as a reference to control the electrode potential. The same
Pt(111), (10 10 9), and (20 19 19) samples were used for both
electrochemical and STM measurements. Sample preparation and
electrochemical/STM measurements were all carried out in a clean
room.
2.2. DFT Calculations. Periodic boundary condition DFT

calculations were carried out with the DMol3 package (versions 4.3
and 6.0, Accelrys, Inc.).120,121 We first optimized the geometries of the
Pt(322) surface, which has (100) steps, and the Pt(553) surface, which
has (111) steps, with various coverages and site occupancies of CO
close to the step. Both slabs have terraces that are five atoms wide,
with thicknesses of three layers at both terraces and steps. In addition,
several other surfaces with (111) steps were examined, including
Pt(422) (4-row terraces), Pt(664) (6-row terraces), and Pt(443) (8-
row terraces), and several others with (100) steps, Pt (866) (7-row
terraces) and Pt(10 8 8) (9-row terraces). These geometry
optimizations were carried out in the density functional semicore
pseudopotential (DSPP) mode,118 and then the energies of the
optimized structures were calculated in the all-electron, scalar
relativistic mode. In both cases, the functional used was GGA-
PBE123 and the basis set was double numerical plus polarization
(DNP), which is comparable to Gaussian double-ζ plus polarization.
Electron smearing (0.005 Ha) was applied to enhance the SCF
convergence, and the total binding energies extrapolated to absolute
zero electron temperature were used. An orbital cutoff of 5.0 Å was
used. The average CO adsorption energies per CO molecule were

calculated by subtracting the total binding energies of the appropriate
number of gas-phase CO molecules per unit cell plus that of the bare
unit cell Pt slab from that of the CO-adsorbed Pt slab and then
dividing by the number of CO molecules, in the usual fashion.
Procedures used are similar to those described by Orita and co-
workers.124,126

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Electrochemical Measurements on Pt(111) with

(111) Steps. Figure 1 shows the results of the cyclic

voltammograms (CVs) on Pt(111) obtained in a 0.1 M
HClO4 solution saturated with CO. The potential was swept
repetitively from 0.07 to 0.60 (Figure 1a), 0.07 to 0.80 (Figure
1b), or 0.07 to 0.95 V (Figure 1c) at a scan rate of 50 mV s−1.
Only the positive scans are shown in the figures. Potential
sweeps were continued for 30 cycles. In Figure 1a, the CO
oxidation current starts at 0.4 V and at the highest potential of
0.6 V the current density is seen to be 0.6 mA cm−2. No
changes were seen in the CVs during the cycling in this
potential range. In Figure 1b, the current, clearly seen to be due
to CO oxidation, initially started at 0.4 V. A broad anodic
oxidation feature, often termed a “prepeak” but referred to
more properly as “low-potential CO oxidation current”, at
about 0.7 V was seen, followed by a sharp spike at around 0.8 V,
known as the main peak for CO oxidation, or “ignition”, due to
its sudden onset and completion.127,128 As the number of
potential cycles increased, the onset potential moved in the
positive direction, the prepeak gradually decreased in intensity,
and the main peak shifted to higher potentials (discussed
further in Section 3.4). These phenomena are similar to those
reported by the Markovic group on both Pt nanoparticles87 and
single-crystal surfaces.81 By carefully changing the upper limit of
the potential sweep it was revealed that the decreasing
magnitude of the prepeak is associated with the increasing
magnitude of the main peak. When the upper potential limit
was increased to 0.95 V, the CO oxidation current at the
prepeak decreased faster. Figure 1d is a blow up of the lower
potential range in Figure 1c. After 30 cycles, practically no
current was seen prior to the main peak.
In Figure 2a, the anodic current profiles of the 1st and 30th

cycles are depicted, which were taken from Figure 1c. Before
potential cycling, the oxidation started at 0.4 V and a spike, i.e.,

Figure 1. CVs on Pt(111) for CO electrooxidation in a 0.1 M HClO4
solution saturated with CO at 50 mV s−1 between 0.07 and 0.6 (a), 0.8
(b), and 0.95 V (c). (d) Onsets for oxidation. Only anodic scans are
shown.
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the oxidation main peak, was seen at 0.82 V. After potential
cycling, only the main peak was seen at 0.93 V. In Figure 2b,
CVs obtained in pure HClO4 are shown, where CO had been
previously adsorbed on both the pristine and the cycled
samples at 0.1 V for 15 min. Subsequently, the solution was
sparged with ultrapure Ar gas for 90 min, and the potential
sweeps were carried out from 0.05 to 0.95 V at 50 mV s−1 on
both surfaces. As clearly seen in Figure 2b, the lower potential
CO oxidation current, which had been observed prior to the
main peak, disappeared on both the pristine and the cycled
surfaces. The peaks for the two samples were both located
around 0.85 V. Therefore, without CO in solution, oxidation of
CO confined to the surface is believed to proceed similarly on
both surfaces.53,55 The coverage of CO on the pristine
electrode was calculated to be 0.66, whereas that on the cycled
electrode was 0.69, i.e., a negligible change in surface coverage.
During the negative-going scan from 0.95 to 0.05 V, both CVs
in Figure 2b showed identical peaks for OH desorption and H
adsorption.
Comparing Figure 2a and 2b, the main peaks observed in

Figure 2a can be assigned as being associated with oxidation of
CO adsorbed on the surface. The origin of the prepeak,
therefore, may not be from CO adsorbed on the surface but
could be considered to be from oxidation of CO in
solution.82,111 We will discuss this point further in section 3.2.
To try to understand the surface structure of the pristine and

cycled Pt(111), CVs were carried out in pure 0.1 M HClO4 in
the absence of CO. Figure 3a shows CVs at the 1st and after
the 30th potential cycles. A subtle growth of the spikes at
around 0.8 V was seen, which is indicative of a small increase in
flatness of the terraces.111 The CVs in Figure 3b were obtained
on pristine Pt(111) (solid black) and Pt(111) after the 30
potential cycles in a CO-saturated solution followed by CO
stripping (solid red) as in Figure 2b. The spikes at 0.8 V can be
seen to have become more established after potential cycling in
a CO-saturated solution. Therefore, the electrochemical

measurements indicate that although the terraces might
become slightly flatter after the potential cycles in CO-saturated
solution the changes should be small. The small peaks at 0.12 V
are due to hydrogen adsorption/desorption at steps,118

specifically, (111) steps.119 The small change seen for these
peaks might indicate a change in the step structure. The initial
CO oxidation behavior of the uncycled surface as well as that
obtained after 30 potential cycles (both from Figure 1c) are
shown in Figure 3b for reference. It can be seen clearly that CO
oxidation commences on the pristine surface at ca. 0.35 V vs
RHE, at which it can be argued that water does not become
activated by oxidation to form OH. This is an important point
because most published work has assumed that CO oxidation
on platinum requires the presence of adsorbed OH.

3.2. STM Measurements on Pt(111) and (10 10 9) with
(111) Steps. In order to understand the change in surface
structure, we carried out STM measurements in 0.1 M HClO4.
Figure 4a is an in situ STM image of the Pt(111) surface used
in this study, in HClO4 under N2 atmosphere, with the surface
covered with CO. The scanned area was 200 nm × 200 nm.
Even in this wide scanning range, only two monatomic steps
were seen, running nearly parallel to each other; thus, a very flat
Pt surface was able to be prepared using the infrared image
furnace.45 The (111) steps, which undulate slightly but
essentially run in the ⟨110⟩ direction, were inevitably created
on the surface by an estimated misscut of 0.1°, according to the
step density. Figure 4b shows a structural model for the (111)
step. With upper and lower step atoms, a 2-atom wide (111)
surface is created along the step, which is thus termed a (111)
step, although some authors refer to this type of step as
(110).61,65,67 Figure 4c shows a close-up STM image on the
same surface at 0.1 V in a CO-saturated solution, where small
spots are clearly seen forming a hexagonal structure with a
distance of 0.56 nm; the unit cell is shown by a black rhombus.
This surface structure is assigned as the (2 × 2)-3CO structure
of CO molecules on Pt(111), where CO is adsorbed with one
molecule on top and two at 3-fold sites, as shown in the model

Figure 2. (a) CVs on Pt(111) in a 0.1 M HClO4 solution saturated
with CO at 50 mV s−1 between 0.07 and 0.95 V for the 1st (black) and
30th (red) cycles. Only anodic scans are shown. (b) CVs on Pt(111)
in a pure 0.1 M HClO4 solution at 50 mV s−1 between 0.05 and 0.95
V. CO had been previously adsorbed at 0.1 V for 15 min on both
pristine (red) and cycled (black) samples.

Figure 3. CVs obtained in N2-saturated 0.1 M HClO4 at 50 mV s−1.
(a) Pt(111) cycled between 0.07 and 0.95 V. The 1st (black) and 30th
(red) cycles are shown. (b) Pristine Pt(111) (solid black) and Pt(111)
previously cycled 30 times in a CO-saturated solution between 0.05
and 0.95 V at 50 mV s−1 before CV measurement in pure 0.1 M
HClO4 solution (solid red). For reference, the voltammograms for
CO-saturated solutions, before potential cycling (black) and after
potential cycling (red) from Figure 1c, are shown as dashed lines.
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in Figure 4d. By STM, only the CO molecules adsorbed at the
on-top sites are reported to be observable.129 In our case also,
in Figure 4b, only CO adsorbed at the on-top sites was
observed. Figure 4e shows an STM image on Pt(10 10 9), with
(111) steps, observed in pure 0.1 M HClO4. Slightly undulating
steps are running in the ⟨110⟩ direction. The step separation
was observed to be 5 nm, which is very close to the ideal value
of 4.67 nm. In this way, the step density was increased by a
factor of 20 compared with that on the Pt(111) surface (Figure
4a) used in this study.

To understand the effect of potential cycling in a CO-
saturated solution, STM observations were carried out after
cycling in the same solution. During potential cycling, the STM
tip was withdrawn from the surface to avoid the effect of the
local electric field. Figure 5a-1 shows the STM image on
Pt(111) before potential cycling in the scanned area of 10 nm
× 10 nm. CO is forming the (2 × 2) structure on the terraces.
CO is seen to be adsorbed very distinctly on the upper terrace,
including the upper edge of the step but much less distinctly on
the lower terrace. Locally, the step in the image is not straight
but composed of many nanoscale steps and kinks in different
directions. Step-adatoms are also found. Figure 5a-2 is a
structural model, where the atomic arrangements correspond to
those in the oval in the STM image in Figure 5a-1. The red
lines indicate the existence of local (111) steps. Figure 5b
shows the STM image after 5 potential cycles. The number of
kinks and step-adatoms decreased, and the step became
somewhat straighter. No difference in the (2 × 2) arrangement
of CO molecules was seen on the upper terrace, while the spots
became more distinct on the lower terrace. Neither pits nor
adatoms were formed on the terrace. Figure 5c-1 shows the
STM image of the Pt(111) surface after 30 potential cycles in a
CO-saturated HClO4, on which the CO-oxidation prepeak had
vanished (Figure 2a). Surprisingly, the (111) step became
perfectly straight. To our knowledge, this is the first report that
describes the generation of a perfectly straight step. This is
made possible by the in situ nature of the experiment.
A related result has been reported by Strmcnik et al., who

showed in their ex situ STM work that there was a tendency for
straight, parallel steps to be produced, but the steps were not
perfectly straight, possibly due to the inevitable loss of potential
control in their ex situ measurement. These authors also
observed straight steps meeting at 120° angles to be produced
during potential cycling in a CO-containing electrolyte of a

Figure 4. (a) STM image on Pt(111) covered with CO in 0.1 M
HClO4 obtained at 0.1 V (200 nm × 200 nm). (b) Structural model of
the (111) step. (c) STM image on Pt(111) in CO-saturated 0.1 M
HClO4 obtained at 0.60 V (6 nm × 6 nm). Unit cell is shown by the
rhombus. (d) Structural model for the (2 × 2) structure of a CO
adlayer. (e) STM image on Pt(10 10 9) covered with CO in 0.1 M
HClO4 obtained at 0.1 V (100 nm × 100 nm).

Figure 5. (a-1) STM image on Pt(111) before potential cycling obtained in 0.1 M HClO4 saturated with CO at 0.55 V (10 nm × 10 nm). (a-2)
Structural model for a-1. (b) STM image on Pt(111) after 5 potential cycles obtained in 0.1 M HClO4 saturated with CO at 0.55 V (10 nm × 10
nm). (c-1) STM image on Pt(111) after 30 potential cycles obtained in 0.1 M HClO4 saturated with CO at 0.55 V (10 nm × 10 nm). (c-2)
Structural model for c-1.
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Pt(111) single crystal that initially exhibited an island feature.81

These authors did not observe the atomic-level nature of the
steps that were formed, but on the basis of the present results, it
could be assumed that (111) steps were also being formed.
Another related result has been reported very recently by

Rudnev and Wandlowski, in which Pt(100) single-crystal
surfaces were subjected to various types of gas-phase pretreat-
ments and then subjected to in situ STM and electrochemical
CO oxidation measurements.46 This paper also does not show
atomic-resolution results, but the authors propose, on the basis
of cyclic voltammetric evidence, the CO-induced restructuring
of (110) steps on the (100) surface to form (111) steps, with
decreased catalytic activity.
In any case, the present results indicate a strong preference

for the (111) step structure to form during cycling to higher
potentials in the presence of dissolved CO. We obtained some
indications from DFT calculations that help to explain why this
happens, as discussed later in this section.
In another somewhat related result, Somorjai and co-workers

observed in their gas-phase STM studies with Pt-stepped single
crystals that on a Pt(332) surface, with (111) steps that were
initially rather straight, the steps remained straight upon
exposure to a low-pressure CO atmosphere.131 These authors
rationalized their results, which also include the use of higher
CO pressures and more extreme restructuring processes, on the
basis of DFT calculations, based principally on changes in
overall surface free energy.
In the present work, therefore, the decrease in activity of the

CO oxidation at the prepeak can be associated with the
transformation of the disordered steps to straight (111) steps. It
should be noted that the STM images in Figure 5 were
obtained at 0.55 V, i.e., in the range in which steady-state
prepeak CO oxidation can be observed. By comparing the CV
results presented in Figure 1c, we conclude that CO oxidation

must have been proceeding when Figure 5a-1 was obtained.
Figure 1a also confirms that maintaining the potential lower
than 0.6 V does not lower the activity for the CO oxidation at
the prepeak. Interestingly, CO molecules were observed
continuously, both on the terraces, particularly the upper
terraces approaching steps, when Figure 5a-1 was captured; no
movement or replacement of CO on the Pt electrode surface
was detected, although the lack of distinct spots on the lower
terrace approaching a step could indicate movement of CO.
Therefore, we propose that CO oxidation proceeded at
locations where CO was not observed by STM, e.g., on the
rising part of the step itself or on the lower terrace (right side),
close to the step. Since CO was not observed even several
atomic rows away from the lower part of the step, it is possible
that CO could have been moving quickly and continuously
toward the step. We will discuss the possible reaction sites for
CO oxidation at lower electrochemical potentials in section 3.5.
We next used the Pt(10 10 9) surface to understand the CO

oxidation processes with an increased number of (111) steps.
This surface has a nominal terrace width of 20 atoms (4.67
nm). Figure 6a and 6b shows the results for the CVs in a CO-
saturated HClO4 solution between 0.07 and 0.95 V, in which
only the positive-going scans are shown. Comparing with
Figure 1c and 1d, it can be seen that the onset potential moved
in the negative direction, namely, from 0.4 V on Pt(111) to 0.3
V on Pt(10 10 9). However, the current density was in a similar
range, as seen in Figure 1c, not proportional to the step density
and increased by a factor of 20, which might indicate efficient
mass transport in both cases. The shapes of the voltammograms
in Figures 1c and 6a are similar. After 30 scans, the prepeak for
CO oxidation at lower potentials vanished, as was seen on
Pt(111). Therefore, the same mechanism may apply to the
structural change and the activity decrease on both Pt(111) and
(10 10 9).

Figure 6. (a) CV on Pt(10 10 9) in a 0.1 M HClO4 solution saturated with CO between 0.07 and 0.95 V at 50 mV s−1. Only anodic scans are shown.
(b) Onsets for CO oxidation. (c) STM image on Pt(10 10 9) before potential cycling obtained in 0.1 M HClO4 saturated with CO at 0.55 V (10 nm
× 10 nm). (d) STM image on Pt(10 10 9) after 5 potential cycles obtained in 0.1 M HClO4 saturated with CO at 0.55 V (10 nm × 10 nm).
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STM observations were subsequently carried out on Pt(10
10 9). Figure 6c shows the image before cycling and Figure 6d
after 5 cycles. The distance between the steps was
approximately 5 nm. In Figure 6c, the step lines were
undulating, as was seen in Figure 5a-1, with defects on the
steps. The (2 × 2) structure of CO is clearly seen on the
terraces, and the (111) steps were covered with CO, as
previously described in Figure 5. In Figure 6c, the bright spots
were observed clearly on the terraces more closely to the lower
part of the step, compared with the wide terraces in Figure 5a-1.
After 5 cycles, the steps clearly became composed of

nanoscale straight (111) steps, and subsequent cycling led to
steps having fewer defects (not shown), as depicted schemati-
cally in Figure 5c-1. Notably, neither the number of steps nor
the step distribution changed; the steps maintained a distance
of 5 nm between each other. Therefore, the decrease in the
activity at lower potentials should not be attributed to a
decrease in the number of steps but to a change in step
morphology; the straight (111) steps became well established.
The images were measured at 0.50 V, in the range of the
prepeak for CO oxidation, but no movement of CO molecules
on the surface was observed. This is consistent with the
observation that the prepeak is due to oxidation of solution-
phase CO.
DFT calculations were carried out in order to try to

understand the fact that the (111) steps were favored in the
presence of adsorbed CO. The overall process occurring during
potential cycling is quite complicated, and we have not
attempted to simulate it in detail but instead have attempted
to focus on key aspects that might explain the preference. In
section 3.4, we will briefly outline the overall process. The most
striking result of the calculations is that, for both types of steps,
the CO adsorption arrangement is able to very effectively cover
the step, in many cases continuing the pattern on the terrace
across to the lower terrace, thereby protecting the step from
possible attack by water molecules.
We attempted to take into account the observation that the

(111) steps were favored for both wide and narrow terraces, as
observed experimentally. Therefore, we considered that the
energy should be favored at a very local level for the two types
of steps and carried out calculations to determine which sites
were the most energetically favored in the step region. For both
Pt(322) with (100) steps and Pt(553) with (111) steps, both

with 5-row terraces, the Pt atoms in atop sites at the step edge
were heavily favored adsorption sites, as reported by others in
both theoretical calculations117 and experimental measure-
ments.126

We considered the possibility that the CO adsorption
energies in these top sites might be a contributing factor to the
preference for (111) steps if the energies differed. In fact, the
(100) steps were found to be favored slightly (−55.2 kcal
mol−1) compared to the (111) steps (−54.7 kcal mol−1) in our
results for Pt(533) and Pt(553), respectively. However, in the
gas-phase experimental work of Tran̈kenschuh et al., on-top
CO adsorption was found to be stronger and the coverages
higher at the (111) steps on Pt(553) compared to the same
sites on the (100) steps on Pt(322), although the differences
were not quantified precisely.126 Also, based on electrochemical
and in situ infrared evidence, Chen et al. obtained slightly
higher CO coverages on (111) steps compared to (100) steps
on several stepped Pt single crystals vicinal to Pt(111).71 At
present, we regard the differences between the two adsorption
energies as being rather small, both in our DFT calculations
and in the published experimental results, but are continuing to
examine them.
We also focused on the energetics of possible individual

events in the restructuring process. For example, we examined
addition of Pt adatoms at (100) steps, (111) steps, and corners
at which a (100) step comes together with a (111) step. This is
illustrated in Figure 7c. Essentially we are examining the
propagation of (111) vs (100) steps via addition of a single
adatom. The clearest example is the corner structure.
Depending upon which side of the corner the adatom attaches,
either one or the other of the two step structures will be
extended. It turns out that in the absence of CO it is slightly
more favorable to extend the (100) step, but in the presence of
CO, it is significantly more favorable to extend the (111) step.
This is because the geometry of the Pt adatom is such that it
can simultaneously adsorb two CO molecules in the on-top
(linear) configuration, greatly stabilizing it, whereas in the
former case, the adatom can only adsorb one single on-top CO.
As seen in the Supporting Information, Figure S-1, the
geometries of the two types of step-adatom structures are
subtly yet distinctly different, even though the nominal
coordination numbers (CN) are the same, i.e., five. It should
be stressed that, surrounding these adatoms, there would be a

Figure 7. DFT-generated images of high CO coverage [(2 × 2)−3CO adsorbed layer structures on the terraces] for the following: (a) (111) step on
a Pt(443) surface (10 CO molecules per unit cell), with on-top CO molecules adsorbed at every other step edge Pt, interspersed with on-top CO
molecules on the terrace just below the step itself (top and center of the figure); (b) (100) step on a Pt(10 8 8) surface, with on-top CO molecules
adsorbed at every other step edge Pt, interspersed with bridging CO molecules at the step itself (top and center of the figure); (c) proposed
structures involved with propagation of (111) steps vs (100) steps, based on the adsorbed Pt(CO)2 (top), which must discard one CO if it continues
the (100) step (middle) but can retain it if it continues the (111) step (bottom). (a and b) White lines show the surface unit cells, based on the
vertical direction being normal to the surface as a whole rather than the terraces. In the left-hand panels, oxygen atoms of the CO molecules are
shown in red, whereas in the right-hand panels, oxygen atoms of the on-top CO molecules have been highlighted in yellow for easier comparison
with the STM images.
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high coverage of CO molecules, which we are not including in
some calculations, because their effect will be quite similar in
both cases and therefore not instrumental in deciding the
adatom attachment site. In the Supporting Information, we also
describe the energy calculations in greater detail.
We also considered the possibility that the energetics of

various CO adsorption scenarios might be modified signifi-
cantly in the presence of water and thus examined the effect of
adding one or more water molecules per adsorbed CO in some
situations. In all cases we examined, the interactions with water
led to small increases in the adsorption energy of CO (0.7−0.9
kcal mol−1 for atop sites, 1.2−2.7 kcal mol−1 for bridge-on-step
sites), but the relative trends were preserved. These results were
consistent with previous reports involving CO adsorbed on Pt
in the presence of water.140,141

In Figure 8, we show how the calculated adsorption
arrangement of Figure 7a for Pt(443) compares with the

experimentally obtained STM image for the straight (111) step,
just in the step region itself, since the number of rows of Pt
atoms in the terrace for the calculated structure was only 8,
compared to ca. 20 on the actual surface. The correspondence
between the experimental STM and the DFT-generated images
is excellent. The image on the right (Figure 8b) shows a
superposition of the original STM image and a light gray
version of the calculated surface. It can be seen that at the
positions at which the experimental and computed images
coincide the bright spots (atop CO molecules) appear brighter.
The correspondence, although not perfect, lends strong
support to the computed model.
Although we have chosen these particular CO adsorption

patterns in order to match the STM images, we note that there
are other possible patterns with similar overall energies.
However, after matching the patterns on the terraces, the
possible step structures become limited to basically two choices,
one involving a bridging CO on the step itself and the other
not. This choice is difficult to decide based on the STM images.
In any case, the computed energies are believed to be rather
reliable, based on the all-electron, relativistic calculations used
here, even though the absolute values are known to be
somewhat overestimated.142 This overestimation might tend to
slightly enhance the stability of the high-coverage (2 × 2)-3CO
structure, a point we will take up separately in the near future.
We also briefly mention the influence of the presence of water
below. However, we note that there should not be any other
overt perturbing influences, such as possible potential-induced

effects, that could upset the comparison of the DFT
calculations and the STM-based structures, because the
effective surface potential for the calculations, carried out
with a neutral (uncharged) Pt slab, can be considered to be very
close to that at which water molecules are found to change their
orientation from H down to H up (ca. 0.35 V vs RHE),143

because our calculations show water molecules adsorbing on
the Pt(111) terrace in a nearly horizontal configuration (see
Figure S-1, Supporting Information).149 More detailed results
on this point will also be reported separately in the near future.
The gas-phase measurements of Tran̈kenschuch et al. in

which CO adsorption was compared for Pt(322) and Pt(553)
provide very useful information on the energies, coverage,
arrangements, and temperature dependences of on-top and
bridging CO.126 We note that, in that study, the coverages were
significantly smaller than in the present, aqueous-phase results.
As already mentioned, the presence of water strengthens the
adsorption of CO on Pt, and increasing numbers of water
molecules continue to strengthen the adsorption, so that such
effects certainly must be considered in future work. In fact, such
effects can be extremely important and help to stabilize the
high-coverage (2 × 2)-3CO adlayer structures that we observed
in all of our images. This effect was emphasized, for example, in
the experimental work of Ito and co-workers.102 Also, in the
future, calculations must be carried out to try to simulate the
actual events occurring in the step region during potential
cycling, with the effects of water molecules and electrochemical
potential included.144−146

3.3. Electrochemical and STM Measurements on Pt(20
19 19) with (100) Steps. After examining the (111) steps, we
investigated Pt(20 19 19), i.e., a (111)-oriented surface with
terraces that are 39 atoms wide, with (100) steps. Figure 9a

shows the STM image of Pt(20 19 19) covered with CO in
pure 0.1 M HClO4 obtained at 0.1 V. Theoretically, the
distance between two steps is 8.9 nm, and the average distance
obtained in the STM image was approximately 9 nm. Figure 9b
is a structural model for the (100) step, where a 2-atom wide
(100) surface is created along the step.

Figure 8. (a) Section of the STM image of the (111) step after
potential cycling (ca. 6.3 nm × 6.3 nm); (b) same image overlaid with
a light gray pattern of the theoretically calculated Pt(443) surface
shown in Figure 7a. Oxygen atoms of the on-top CO molecules have
been highlighted, as in the right-hand panel of Figure 7a, to help
distinguish them and facilitate comparison with the STM image.

Figure 9. (a) STM image on Pt(20 19 19) covered with CO in 0.1 M
HClO4 obtained at 0.1 V (100 nm × 100 nm). (b) Structural model of
the (100) step. (c) CVs on Pt(20 19 19) in a 0.1 M HClO4 solution
saturated with CO between 0.07 and 0.95 V at 50 mV s−1. Only anodic
scans are shown. (d) Onsets for CO oxidation.
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We carried out continuous CV measurements in a CO-
saturated HClO4 solution for 30 cycles, in the same way as we
did on Pt(111) and (10 10 9) with (111) steps. The results are
summarized in Figure 9c, showing only the anodic scans.
Compared with Figures 1c and 6a, the onset potential for CO
oxidation was much higher, namely, 0.5 V. The current density
was also smaller. Therefore, the activity for CO electrooxidation
in the prepeak region was lower than that on Pt(111) surfaces
with (111) steps. As the number of cycles increased, the
prepeak became smaller and vanished after 30 cycles, as was the
case with the (111) steps, but the rate of the decrease in activity
was faster on Pt(20 19 19), with (100) steps.
In order to examine the changes in surface structures, STM

observations were again carried out. Figure 10a-1 shows an
STM image on Pt(20 19 19) in HClO4 saturated with CO.
Surprisingly, the step line was rather straight, mostly with (100)
steps, with a small number of (111) steps. Figure 10a-2 shows a
structural model that was constructed from the image in Figure
10a-1. A very small number of defect sites were found. This
could explain the initial low activity for the CO electrooxidation
in the prepeak region. In the middle of the model in Figure 10a-
2, a local (111) step is sandwiched between (100) steps, i.e., a
kink, as seen in the STM image in Figure 10a-1. We refer to the
Pt atom at the outside corner of the kink as a kink site.
DFT calculations indicated that a highly stable arrangement

of CO molecules can be achieved for the (100) steps with
terraces containing 5, 9, 13, etc., rows, so that the pattern
repeats from one terrace to the next. For the Pt(10 8 8) surface,
with 9 row terraces, the CO molecules adsorbed in the step
region are shown in the center of Figure 7b. We hypothesized
that this type of pattern can be propagated in both directions
away from the step; this appears to actually be the case when
we compare the STM image with the calculated Pt(10 8 8)
structure in the (100) step region (Figure 11). Again, the
degree of correspondence is excellent.
Figure 10b shows the STM image after 5 cycles. In contrast

to the result on the surface with (111) steps (Figures 5 and 6),

the straightness of the step was lost and the step clearly began
to undulate. This is very different from the results with (111)
steps. Figure 10c-1 shows the step morphology after 30
potential cycles. The step looks zigzagged and at first sight
disordered. However, a closer look at the image reveals that the
step has excellent regularity. Figure 10c-2 shows a structural
model derived from Figure 10c-1, which is also based indirectly
on the DFT results. After potential cycling, local (111) steps
were introduced into the (100) steps and the step is now
composed of local (100) and (111) steps, where the (111)
steps are rather predominant. In the case of Pt(111) and Pt(10
10 9), the (111) steps became straight, increasing the density of
(111) steps (Figure 12a). On the other hand, on the Pt(20 19
19) surface, the steps became less straight but the proportion of
local (111) steps increased (Figure 12b). In both cases, i.e., for
(111) and (100) steps, the proportion of local (111) steps
increased and the CO oxidation rate in the prepeak region
decreased.

Figure 10. (a-1) STM image on Pt(20 19 19) before potential cycling obtained in 0.1 M HClO4 saturated with CO at 0.55 V (10 nm × 10 nm). (a-
2) Structural model for a-1. (b) STM image on Pt(20 19 19) after 5 potential cycles obtained in 0.1 M HClO4 saturated with CO at 0.55 V (10 nm ×
10 nm). (c-1) STM image on Pt(20 19 19) after 30 potential cycles obtained in 0.1 M HClO4 saturated with CO at 0.55 V (10 nm × 10 nm).

Figure 11. (a) Section of the STM image of the (100) step before
potential cycling (ca. 5.2 nm × 5.2 nm); (b) same image overlaid with
a light gray pattern of the theoretically calculated Pt(10 8 8) structure
shown in Figure 7b. The oxygen atoms of the on-top CO molecules
have been highlighted, as in the right-hand panel of Figure 7b, to help
distinguish them and to facilitate comparison with the STM image.
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The number of low-coordination kink sites increased, but the
CO oxidation activity decreased, which was very surprising. We
found that the CO adsorption patterns at high coverage are
able to continue across such a step without significant
perturbation, so that the kink sites are protected. We
hypothesize that the initial CO oxidation activity of the (100)
step might be due to a small number of isolated step-adatoms,
which perturb the ordered adsorbate structure.
In related gas-phase experiments, Somorjai and co-workers

observed that a Pt(557) single-crystal surface, initially with
straight (100) steps, began to exhibit wavy steps after exposure
to low-pressure CO.131 In fact, upon exposure to higher
pressure CO, the whole surface broke up into highly oriented
triangular nanocrystals, such that the (111) step geometry was
maximized.
3.4. Proposed Overall Mechanism for Step Restructur-

ing. Even though we focused on what we propose might be the
key event in the restructuring process, it is necessary to place
this into an overall scenario for the events occurring in the
electrochemical potential cycling. During the positive-going
potential sweep, it is probable that the platinum surface
becomes oxidized in stages preferentially at the steps, first to a
hydroxylated form and then an oxygenated form at higher
potentials. Recently, these processes have received renewed
attention both experimentally131 and theoretically128,133 and are
becoming better understood.
Referring to Figure 1, we can see that the CO oxidation

behavior does not change until the potential is swept to 0.8 V vs
RHE, i.e., the potential at which the sudden oxidation of CO
adsorbed on terraces occurs, presumably associated with the
process responsible for the sharp peak at a similar potential that
occurs in the absence of CO, which has been assigned to the
initial oxidation of the Pt(111) terraces with adsorption of
OH.119 Thus, it appears to be a prerequisite to remove
adsorbed CO before oxidation of the steps can proceed.
Electrochemical oxidation of Pt is known to occur preferentially
at steps.131−133 These studies have noted that the (100) and
(111) steps on Pt(111) are oxidized at slightly different
potentials and rates. Björling et al. point out that conversion of
OH to O occurs in the 0.8−1.0 V range in 0.1 M HClO4, prior

to the large anodic peak at 1.0 V for this process on the (111)
terraces.131 Although there are some differences in the behavior
at the two types of steps, if the sweep is reversed at 0.95 V, we
can probably assume that the process involves either of the
following reactions on both steps

→ + ++ −Pt(OH) PtO 2H 2e2 2 (1)

+ → + ++ −PtO H O PtO 2H 2e2 2 (2)

with the standard potential for the latter being given as 1.045 −
0.0591pH.134

When the potential is reversed at 0.8 V, either Pt(OH)2 or
PtO can be dissolved to produce the square planar complex
Pt(H2O)4

2+.135 Alternatively, if the potential is swept to 0.95 V,
the resulting PtO2 can be reduced to form the same complex

+ + + →+ − +PtO 2H O 4H 2e Pt(H O)2 2 2 4
2

(3)

with a standard potential of 0.837 − 0.118pH − 0.030
log[Pt(H2O)4

2+].134,135

By analogy with the substitution reactions of the tetraaquo
dication with chloride, which are well known,136 the former
could react with CO, in principle, to produce the square planar
cationic complex Pt(CO)4

2+, which is known.137 Alternatively, a
Pt adatom can be reductively deposited on the terrace as
Pt(CO)2, as shown in Figure 7c (top). The corresponding
Rh(CO)2 species has been identified spectroscopically,138 but it
has never been reported for Pt. We carried out DFT
calculations on this species and found it to be stable. The
two CO molecules bind quite strongly to this adatom (−48.9
kcal mol−1), so that its bonding to the surface becomes
weakened, which would make it more mobile than usual. In
either case (ion or neutral atom), the single atomic Pt species
would then have the opportunity to redeposit at the nearby
step in an energetically favorable configuration. According to
our DFT calculations, we expect that the resulting step-adatom
would retain both COs if it were attached to a (100) step but
would have to eject one CO if it were attached to a (111) step
(Table S-1, Supporting Information) due to the respective
bonding characteristics (Figure S-1, Supporting Information).
The same characteristics would be observed if the adatom were
to attach at a corner between a (100) step and a (111) step, as
shown previously in Figure 7c (bottom) and Figure 7c
(middle).

3.5. Active Sites for CO Oxidation in the Prepeak
Potential Region. After potential cycling, the CO oxidation
activity at potentials lower than 0.7 V was completely lost,
associated with the morphological change of the steps. In this
section, we will discuss the possible active sites for the CO
electrooxidation reaction.
From our experiments, the CO oxidation activities of the

various types of steps in the prepeak potential region decreased
in the following order: (111) step with defects > straight (100)
step > (100) step with (111) local steps ≈ (111) straight step.
As a first guess, one might assume that the active sites for CO

oxidation in the low-potential region are undercoordinated
defect sites, and in fact, this is quite likely. This is also similar to
the conclusion reached by Strmcnik et al.81 and also by Rudnev
and Wandlowski.46 We believe that this is a reasonable idea,
due to the greatly enhanced bonding possibilities for both CO
and water. However, this assumption is not sufficient to explain
all of the present results. Specifically, there are two facts that
could lead one to question this assumption: (1) in the case of
Pt(20 19 19), the number of defects or undercoordinated sites

Figure 12. Structural models for transformation of (111) (a) and
(100) (b) steps after potential cycling in a CO-saturated solution.
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actually increased (Figure 10) while the activity decreased
(Figure 9); (2) during CO oxidation, the steps were completely
covered with CO, and they were very stably observed by STM
images. As already mentioned, based on our DFT calculations,
the adsorption energy of CO is very high at the step edge (on-
top) sites (ca. −55 kcal mol−1). Therefore, it appears that the
on-top sites at the upper edge of the steps may not be open for
the CO oxidation reaction, at least for straight steps. However,
as discussed later in more detail, there could be two exceptions:
(1) a single isolated adatom adsorbed at an otherwise straight
step or (2) a kink site.
CO is oxidized electrochemically in the presence of H2O as

in eq 4113

+ → + ++ −CO H O CO 2H 2e2 2 (4)

Therefore, not only the adsorption site for CO but also that for
H2O must be considered; the latter can become oxidized to
OH at higher potentials,54,61,67 but as we have shown here, that
event may not be absolutely required to initiate CO oxidation.
Figure 2a is very indicative. On the surface that exists after

potential cycling, CO oxidation is associated with CO adsorbed
on the entire surface. This means that H2O molecules penetrate
the rigid CO layer to the platinum surface for reaction 4 to
proceed. On the other hand, before potential cycling, the fact
that CO starts to be oxidized prior to the main surface CO
oxidation could mean that, on the lower terrace close to the
step, for example, there might be some vacant sites or at least
sites with weakly adsorbed CO, which might be available for
H2O adsorption, even on a surface that is mostly covered with
CO.
Since the terraces and upper edges of the steps were found to

be completely covered with CO in CO-saturated solution, it
was considered to be more fruitful to entertain the possibility
that an open site could exist just below the edge of a step. On
as-prepared, pristine surfaces (before the potential cycling), this
type of site could be open, without a CO molecule, or, at least,
the CO molecules might be bound more weakly. In Figure 5a-2
and 5c-2, schematic models for the CO adsorption are shown,
based on the STM data in Figure 5a-1 and 5c-1, respectively,
taking into account the van der Waals diameters. Clearly, in
Figure 5c-1, several examples of possible vacant 3-fold sites are
seen on the lower terrace close to the step (shown as dashed
circles). These can exist due to the disruption of the long-range
order that is evident on the main part of the terrace. Thus, it
becomes sterically difficult for CO molecules to adsorb at such
sites due to the proximity to the disordered step. We propose
that, even if CO can adsorb, water can also compete for
adsorption at adjacent atop sites, being slightly less bulky. Once
adsorbed, it can be in a favorable position to participate in the
oxidation of a CO molecule, which could be adsorbed at an
isolated step-adatom, or at a kink site, or on the lower terrace,
as seen in Figure 5a-2. Thus, a water molecule could
momentarily adsorb close to the step, react with a neighboring
CO, and both would then desorb in the form of CO2, making
these sites available for continuation of the reaction between
CO and H2O in solution. In this reaction model, only the
geometric effect is being considered, with chemical effects being
neglected. Clearly, the latter must also be considered in future
work.
For completeness, we would also like to propose two other

alternatives. First, water molecules could also adsorb at low
coordination Pt atoms such as step-adatoms. We obtained very
high adsorption energies at on-top configurations on step-

adatoms (−18.3 kcal mol−1 at the (100) step-adatom and
−24.0 kcal mol−1 at the (111) step-adatom) compared to
corresponding on-top configurations on the steps themselves
(−16.5 kcal mol−1 on (100) steps and −16.4 kcal mol−1 on
(111) steps) and on flat terraces (−8.8 kcal mol−1 on the
Pt(111) surface). Second, as shown by Santana and Ishikawa,
water molecules can hydrogen bond selectively to bridging
CO,140,141 and thus at the rising sections of steps, where such
bridging CO molecules would be oriented at angles significantly
away from normal to the surface, this could possibly assist CO
oxidation. This would allow water to react directly from
solution in a so-called Eley−Rideal mechanism.60,128
Summarizing these purely geometric effects, for the perfect

(111) step edges, CO molecules can adsorb with a highly
regular surface arrangement, going continuously from the upper
terrace, across the step, to the lower terrace, without a gap,
consistent with the STM image in Figure 5c-1 and the
calculated configuration in Figure 7a. Specifically, the vacant
on-top step sites (lying between those with adsorbed CO) are
well protected by adjacent CO molecules as well as the on-top
sites below the step. We propose that this is the reason for the
very low reactivity of the CO-covered (111) step as well as the
restructured (100) step. Clearly, when step-adatom sites exist,
there are lapses in this protective shield, so that water could (1)
adsorb momentarily at sites on the lower terrace very close to
the step, as suggested in Figure 5a-2, (2) possibly adsorb at
step-adatom sites close to sites where CO is also adsorbed, or
(3) hydrogen bond to a bridging CO at a step-adatom.
For the initially nearly perfect (100) step, we propose that

the intermediate reactivity might be due to the possible
presence of small numbers of isolated step-adatoms, which
would perturb the robust protective shield and could act as
active sites, either for CO or water adsorption. However, the
reactivity is considered not to be high due to the small number
of such adatoms and the rather effective protection of the CO
adsorbate layer in the straight step sections. In the case of the
(100) step that has been cycled to produce (111) indentations,
it appears that even though there are apparent defects the
adsorbate layer is able to accommodate itself without allowing
completely vacant sites to exist, as shown in Figure 10c-2, and
due to the increased presence of (111) steps, there is a higher
overall level of protection. Interestingly, in the micro-
indentations with (111) steps, it appears, based indirectly on
DFT results, that the local environment could be highly
hydrophobic. Calculations are being carried out in continuing
work to test this hypothesis.
At this point, we are unable to state with certainty what the

precise catalytic reaction mechanisms or active sites are.
However, we are able to state unequivocally that the highest
activity is associated with low-coordination Pt adatoms at the
disordered (111) step, because we observed these directly with
in situ STM and measured the electrochemical activity that is
exhibited in their presence. It is also possible that similar step-
adatoms at (100) steps might also lead to high activity, but
these were observed more rarely. The activity associated with
kink sites on (100) steps was not possible to observe directly,
because they were so well protected by the ordered CO
adsorbate layer.
Interestingly, the (111) step has been designated as the most

active site in gas-phase CO + O oxidation studies, in which the
oxygen source is O2,

147,148 although a recent theoretical study
has proposed that decreasing CN is associated with decreasing
catalytic activity for Pt.116 In the electrochemical environment,
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(111) terraces, with CN = 9, are considered to be the least
active.81 Several electrochemical studies have also identified
steps as having the highest activity.52,54,62,64,71 However, in
essential agreement with other recent studies,46,81 we found, for
the high CO coverage conditions prevailing when CO is
present in solution, that the (111) terraces (CN = 9), steps
(CN = 7), and kinks (CN = 6) are all associated with very low
apparent activity, whereas disordered Pt atoms at the (111)
step, including step-adatom sites (CN = 5), are associated with
extremely high activity at low potentials.
A summary of the main points that can be made regarding

the possible candidates for active sites follows.

1. Even though it has been stated in the gas-phase catalysis
literature that (111) steps are most active for CO
oxidation,147,148 we can now show with certainty that, in
the electrochemical environment, perfect (111) steps are
associated with the lowest activity, due to the high degree
of uniformity of the CO adlayer across the step at high
CO coverage in the presence of water.

2. The highest activity for CO oxidation can confidently be
associated with (111) steps with step-adatoms, due to the
disruption of the protective CO adlayer and possibly the
sites themselves having intrinsic catalytic activity. It is
quite likely that the corresponding sites at (100) steps
would also lead to high activity, which may help to
explain the initial CO oxidation activity of the nearly
straight (100) steps.

3. The catalytic activities appear to generally increase with
decreasing coordination number, as proposed by
Strmcnik et al.81 and by Rudnev and Wandlowski46 for
electrochemical CO oxidation, not decrease, as proposed
for gas-phase CO + O reactions, with decreasing
coordination number.116

4. At present, it is not clear whether kink sites at
restructured (100) steps are associated with high activity
or not. They might promote activity under certain
conditions but apparently not at high CO coverages due
to the protective CO layer. This question is being
addressed in continuing work.

As a final note, we emphasize that we have not explicitly
considered the case of adsorbed CO oxidation (stripping), as it
would have been beyond the scope of the present work. This
process also involves complications, such as the absolute
necessity of considering water activation to form OH, as well as
the surface diffusion of CO, as discussed extensively in the
literature.61,64,71,105,128

4. CONCLUSIONS
The relationship between the activity for the electrooxidation of
CO in a CO-saturated solution and the morphology of steps at
single-crystal Pt(111) electrode surfaces was investigated by
electrochemical measurements and STM. On all surfaces
investigated, the electrocatalytic activity in the prepeak region
decreased after potential cycling between 0.07 and 0.95 V. By
STM measurements, it was revealed that the proportion of the
step edges that were composed of straight (111) steps
increased at all surfaces, irrespective of the initial step
composition. DFT calculations have enabled us to suggest
reasons why the (111) step is preferred, in the presence of CO,
in comparison to the (100) step. After the step edges are either
straightened, as in the case of initial (111) steps, or converted
to zigzag steps with local (111) steps, as in the case of initial

(100) steps, there was a drastic lowering of the electrocatalytic
activity. It is proposed that the differences in the morphology at
these steps control the absorbability of water molecules on
Pt(111) surfaces covered with CO. This idea is supported by
DFT calculations, which indicated the configurations of highly
stable CO adsorbate structures in the vicinity of both types of
steps, which are consistent with the STM images. We believe
that, for the first time, we directly clarified using in situ STM,
supported by theoretical calculations together with electro-
chemical measurements, the relationships between the atomic-
level structures at the steps on the Pt(111) surface and the
activity toward CO electrooxidation. The key result is that the
reason for the extremely high catalytic activity of the pristine,
disordered (111) step is the presence of poorly coordinated Pt
step-adatoms, which both severely disrupt the supremely
protective CO adlayer and also possibly act as catalytic sites.
We believe that the present work points the way to setting a
new standard for direct comparison of surface structure and
electrocatalytic activity.
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